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A constructive proof is presented which shows the existence of semi-Thue systems 
whose word and confluence problems are of any prescribed pair of r.e. many-one 
degrees of unsolvability. 
INTRODUCTION 
Decision problems associated with semi-Thue systems have been investigated by a 
number of researches, e.g., Post [5], Shepherdson [6], and Overbeek [4]. In his 
paper on degrees of unsolvability associated with machine problems, Shepherdson 
showed the existence of semi-Thue systems whose word and confluence problems 
were of any prescribed pair of r.e. Turing degrees of unsolvability. Following this 
Overbeek demonstrated an effective method of constructing, for any r.e. many-one 
degree a, a semi-Thue system whose word and confluence problems were each of 
degree a. The purpose of this paper is to extend Overbeek's many-one degree result 
to exactly mimic the Turing degree result of Shepherdson. That is, we shall construct 
semi-Thue systems whose word and confluence problems are of any prescribed pair 
of r.e. many-one degrees. This result was first announced in Hughes, Overbeek and 
Singletary [3] and was shown in the author's Ph. D. thesis [1]. 
PRELIMINARY DEFINIT IONS 
A semi-Thue system S = (Z, P) is a combinatorial system where Z is a finite alphabet 
and P is a finite nonempty set of rules, each of the form ~ -~/3, for u and fl words 
over 2?. For arbitrary words W 1 and W~ over Z, we say that W 2 is an immediate successor 
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of W a in S if c~ --~ t3 is a member of P and W 1 = UaV, W 2 -= U[JV, for some words 
U and V over L'. 
A restricted Markov algorithm A = (Z, P) is a combinatorial system where ~ is a 
finite alphabet and P = {~i ~ fli I 1 ~ i ~ n} is a finite nonempty ordered set of 
rules such that ~i and fli are words over Z, for all 1 ~< i ~< n. Let W a and W 2 be 
arbitrary words over L'. Let ai --+ f3i be the first rule of P such that ai is a subword of 
W 1 , provided, of course, any such rule exists. Then W 2 is said to be the immediate 
successor f W 1 in A if and only if W 2 is the result of replacing the leftmost occurrence 
of ~ in W 1 by fli. 
Let M be a semi-Thue system or restricted Markov algorithm. A derivation of M, 
denoted W 1 ~---M W2 (or W 1 ~--W~, whenever M is understood from the context), 
is a relation defined on words over the alphabet of M. W 1 ~-- W~ is true if and only if 
there exists a finite sequence of words, I11 ,..., Y,~, such that IIi = W1, Yn ~ W~, 
and, if n > 1, Yi+~ is an immediate successor of Yi in M, for 1 ~ i < n. The length 
of the above derivation is n --  1 and each Yi ,  1 <~ i <~ n, is said to be in the derivation 
of W 2 from W 1 . A derivation of length zero is said to be trivial, all others are called 
nontrivial. Whenever W 1 ~-- W~ we say that W 1 derives W2, or alternatively W 2 is 
derivable from W 1 . 
The word problem for M, denoted D(M), is the problem of determing for arbitrary 
words W 1 and W 2 whether or not W 1 v-- W 2 . The confluence problem for M, denoted 
C(M), is the problem of determining for arbitrary words W 1 and W 2 whether or not 
there exists a word W s such that W 1 ~ W 3 and W 2 ~-- W a . Cf(W1, W~) means that 
W 1 and W2 conflue. 
Let L be a subset of the words of M. Whenever we say a system M'  is M restricted 
to L we mean that D(M') and C(M') are the sets of questions from D(M) and C(M), 
respectively, which involve only words of L. 
Let G 1 and Gz be two general decision problems (that is, families of decision problems 
such as the class of word problems ranging over all semi-Thue systems). We recall 
that G 1 is many-one (one-one) reducible to G 2 if there exists an effective mapping 
of the problems p in G 1 into the problems $(p) in G~ such that p is of the same many- 
one (one-one) degree as $(p). Every r.e. many-one (one-one) degree of unsolvability 
is said to be represented by G 2 if the general decision problem for r.e. sets is many-one 
(one-one) reducible to G2. 
CONSTRUCTION OF SEMI-THuE SYSTEMS WITH DESIRED PROPERTIES 
In this section we shall demonstrate an effective procedure which, when applied to 
an arbitrary restricted Markov algorithm A, produces a semi-Thue system S whose 
word and confluence problems are of the same many-one degrees as the corresponding 
problems for A. These reductions, combined with the findings of [2] for restricted 
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Markov algorithms, will then suffice to prove our main result concerning the degree 
representation f semi-Thue system decision problems. 
Let A = {27, P) be an arbitrary restricted Markov algorithm with Z' = {a t .... , an} 
and P = {~ -+ B~ I 1 ~< i ~< p}. Define S = (2J(S), P(S)), where 
Z(S)  = {r t ,..., rn} v {/1 ..... l,} u {b, e} u {q0 ,..., %} w {%* ..... %*}. 
For notational purposes we define the operators R and L as follows: Let c~ ~ a 6 ... a~,, 
be an aribtrary word over ~.  Then 
a n ~ r:l"'rs,,, and a L ~ lj.1 "." Is, " . 
P(S)  will have the following rules: 
1. qio~i R ~ fliLqo 
2.1 q~ -~ l~q~ 
2.2 l~q o--~ qorjl 
2.3 qo e -+ qo*e 
3. ljqi* --+ qi*rj 
4. bqi* ~ bqi+l 
5. b% * --+ bql 
6. qirw R --+ l~qi7 n
7. qiTRe -+ 7Lqi*e 
8. e -+ ed~ 
9. ed--~ e! 
for all i such that 1 ~ i ~ p. 
for all j such that 1 ~ j ~< n. 
for all pairs i, j such that 0 ~ i ~< p and 1 ~ j ~ n. 
for all i such that 0 ~ i < p. 
for a l l i ,  j ,  Tsuchthat  1 ~<i~p,  1 ~<j~<n,  T i s  a 
word over Z, the length of aj7 is the same as that of 
a i and aj), is not a i . 
for all pairs i, 7 such that 1 ~< i ~< p, 7 is a word over 
27 and the length of 7 is less than that of a i . 
Note: if a~ is the string of length zero then no 7 
satisfies this relation. 
for all d such that d is a member of Z(S).  
Before getting into a detailed proof of the relation of S to A, it is convenient for 
us to introduce some additional notation. First we define an A-word to be a word of 
the form bW1LqW2Re, where W 1 and W 2 are words, possibly empty, over the alphabet 
27 and q is a a q-symbol, that is, a member of {q0, ql ..... %} or {q0*, qt* ..... %*}. 
A normal word is an A-word of the form bqiWRe, for W a word over 27 and 1 ~< i ~ p. 
A completely normal word is defined to be a normal word of the form bqtWRe. A word 
is said to be barrier-free if and only if it is a subword of an A-word. A segment of a 
word W is a maximal barrier-free subword of W. We may observe that any word 
may be uniquely factored into segments and each segment contains at most one 
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q-symbol. In addition, the segments may be seen to be natural subwords induced by 
the rules of S in that the application of a rule of S, with the exception of one from 8 or 
9, will always affect only one segment of W. 
Our method of proof may be outlined as follows: In Lemma 1 we shall show that 
S simulates the actions of A. We do this by studying the relations of the decision 
problems for A to those for a very restricted form of S. The remainder of the lemmas 
leading to our main result have as their purpose the task of convincing the reader that 
the decision problems for this restricted form of S are of the same many-one degrees 
as their analogues in S. 
LEMMA 1. Define T to be the semi-Thue system (X(S), P( T)), where P( T) contains 
all the rules in P(S) except those specified by rule sets 8 and 9. Next define T' to be T 
restricted to completely normal words. Then the word and confluence problems for T' 
are of the same many-one, infact one-one, degrees as the corresponding problems for A. 
Proof. We shall prove this by showing that T, when started on a completely 
normal word bqlWxRe, simulates the actions of A when it is started on W1. That is to 
say, bqlWiRe V---r bqlW2~e if and only if W 1 ~---A W2. This result would clearly imply 
the lemma. 
Let W =-- bqiWtRe be an arbitrary completely normal word. Define the function F, 
from completely normal words to completely normal words, so that F(W) = bqlW~Re, 
where W 2 is the immediate successor of W 1 in A or W 1 ~- W 2 if W 1 has no immediate 
successor. We now show that W derives F( W). Moreover we show that T will proceed 
in a nearly deterministic manner so thatF(W) must appear in any nontrivial derivation 
from W to a completely normal word derivable from W in T. 
Let T start operation on the normal word bqiW1Re. Then the only applicable rules 
must be from 1, 6, or 7 and these rules are mutually exclusive in that no two of them 
can apply to the same A-word. We may observe that rule set 1 is used to replace a 
subword ~t by fit, rule set 6 seeks out the first occurrence of ~i and rules set 7 comes 
into play only if ~i is not a subword of W 1 . Hence, we have that bqiWtRe derives 
bW1Lqi*e if c~ is not a subword of W a or bW3Lt3~LqoW4Re if W1 = Wz~xiW4 and there 
is no Ws, W s such that W1 ~- WscxiWs with the length of W 5 less than that of W 3 . 
In the case where c~ i is not a subword of W1, we see that rule set 3 transforms bW1Lqi*e 
to bqi*W1Re. If i = p, then rule 5 yields bqlWt~e, lse rule 4 yields bq,+iWlRe. 
Returning to the case where ~i is a subword of W 1 , we see that the next applicable 
rule must be from 2.1, 2.2, or 2.3. Rule 2.2 destroys the determinacy of T, but only 
in a harmless way since rule 2.1 may always be used to negate its affect. 2.3, when finally 
applied, allows us to derive bWsL[3iLW4Lqo*e. Rule set 3 is then the only one applicable 
and its successive application followed by an application of rule 4 yields bqlWzLfliLW4Le. 
From the above we may clearly see that T started on W =- bqlW1Re derives F(W). 
Moreover the essential determinacy of this process ensures us that F(W) appears in 
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any nontrivial derivation from W to a completely normal word derivable from W. 
From the transitivity of the relation ~--, we get the desired result that Wa ~---A W2 if 
and only if bqlW1Re ~---r bqlW2 Re. 
L~MMA 2. Define T" to be T restricted to A-words. Then D(T") and C(T") are of the 
same many-one degrees as D(T') and C(T'), respectively. 
Proof. Since every completely normal word is also an A-word we have that 
D(T') and C(T') are one-one and hence many-one reducible to D(T") and C(T"), 
respectively. What remains for us to show is the reductions in the other direction. 
This, as it turns out, is by far the most difficult proof in the paper. In order to 
accomplish it as economically as possible we shall have need for the function F, defined 
in Lemma 1, and, in addition, the functions GI, G2, G, H, and Q defined below. 
Let W =- bW1LqW2Re be an arbitrary A-word. 
Define the function G 1 as follows: 
e l (W)  = i 
'bqWWll~Wl~e 
bql W1R W2R e 
bqi+l WaRW~Re 
bqi+lW1RW2Re 
bqa W1R WzR e 
if W is a normal word, 
if q is either q0*, q0 or q~*, 
if q is q~ and % is not a subword of W 2 , 
i fq i sq i * , fo r l  ~<i<p,  
if W is not normal, q is qi, for 1 ~< i < p, and ~i is not 
a subword of W2, 
if W is not normal, q is qi, for 1 ~< i ~< p, ei is a subword 
of W2 and Wa is the result of replacing the leftmost 
occurrence of c~,. in W 2 by fli- 
Informally, GI(W) is the "first" normal word derivable from W, where by "first" 
we mean that word derivable via the least number of applications of rules of T. 
Let W -~ bqiWlRe be an arbitrary normal word. Then we define G2 as follows: 
c2(w)  = 
W 
bql W1% 
if W is a completely normal word, 
if W is not completely normal and there is no o9, i ~ j ~ p, 
such that ~ is a subword of W 1 , 
if W is not completely normal, there exists a j, i ~ j ~ p, 
such that ~j is a subword of W 1 , k is the least such j, and 
W~ is the result of replacing the leftmost occurrence of ~k 
in W 1 by/5~. 
G2(W) is the "first" completely normal word derivable from W. 
From e 1 and G 2 we form the new function G such that G(W)= G~(GI(W)). 
G then maps an A-word into the "first" completely normal word that it derives. 
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Again, let W z bWtLqW~Re b an arbitrary A-word. Then H(W) is defined to be 
bqlW1RW2Re. Our final function Q is defined so that 
ii isqo~ Q(W) = if q is neither q0* nor q0 and H(W) derives W without involving any 
completely normal words except H(W) itself, 
otherwise. 
Q allows us to partition the set of A-words into three nonintersecting classes. These 
will be used to "divide and conquer" the problem of reducing D(T") to D(T'). 
I f  Q(W) =/= 3 and W' is some completely normal word, then IV' nontrivially derives W 
if and only if W' also derives H(W). It is this property of H which is important o us. 
The reader who wishes to verify this should take careful heed of rule set 2.2. This set, 
though it appears quite innocuous, is fundamental to H having the above property 
whenever the q-symbol in W is qo. 
Let W and W' be arbitrary A-words. Then we claim that W~--- W' if and only if 
either 
(a) W derives /~" without involving 
possibly, W or W' themselves; or 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
any completely normal word except, 
Q(W) = 1, Q(W') = 2 and H(W) = H(W') ;  or 
Q(W) 4: 3, Q(w') :/= 3 andF(H(W))~ H(W') ;  or 
Q(W) -= 3, Q(W') = 2 and G(W) ~ H(W');  or 
Q(W) = 3, Q(W') = 1 andY(G(W)) ~-- H(W'). 
Assuming our claim to be true, the above provides us with a many-one reduction 
from D(T") to D(T'). To see this, first note that cases (a) and (b)are each effectively 
decidable and that cases (c), (d), and (e) are nonoverlapping and each requires the 
oracle for D(T') to provide the answer to but one question. Now, given W and W', 
we could determine whether or not W derives W' as follows: See if ease (a) applies. 
I f  so, answer yes. I f  (a) does not apply, see if (b) does. If  so, again answer yes. Or else, 
see if any of (c), (d), or (e) are applicable. If  none is, answer no. If  one is, ask the 
appropriate question of the oracle for D(T') and return its answer. Clearly this 
procedure many-one reduces D(T") to D(T'). 
In order to partially justify the claim that we made in the preceding paragraph, 
we will now investigate the situation where Q(W) --  1 and Q(W') = 2. Since O(W) --- 1 
then the q-symbol in W must be q0 or q0*. A quick observation of rule sets 2.1, 2.2, 
2.3, 3, and 4 shows us that any derivation from Wto  W' would have to include G(W) 
and hence H(W) since they coincide when O(W) = 1. Therefore, W~-- W' if and only 
if H(W) w- W'. But the fact that Q(W') = 2 leads us to conclude that H(W) derives 
W' if and only if it derives H(W'). This, however is equivalent to saying that W~-- W' 
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if and only if either H(W) = H(W') or F(H(W)) ~-- H(W'). Going back to the pre- 
ceding pragraph we see that this coincides with what our claimed decision procedure 
would have determined. 
A complete justification of our claim would require us to consider the remaining 
eight of the nine possible pairs of values that Q(W), Q(W') might assume. The three 
pairs where Q.(W') = 3 are trivial. In particular, if Q(W) is 0 or 1 then W does not 
derive W' and if Q(w)  = 3 then W derives W' if and only if it does so in a derivation 
which does not involve any completely normal words. The remaining pairs can be 
tested in a manner analogous to what was done for Q(W) = 1 and Q(W') = 2. 
To complete the proof we must now consider the confluence problem for T". But 
this turns out to be quite easy in as much as, for arbitrary A-words W and W', 
Cf(W, W') if and only if Cf(G(W), G(W')). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be the set of words of the form We, for W a word over Z(S) -- {e}. 
Let S' be S restricted to words from L. Then D(S') and C(S') are of the same many-one 
degrees as D( T") and C( T"), respectively. 
Proof. First we observe that, for arbitrary words W and W' in L, W~-- s W' if 
and only if W~---z W' and Cf(W, W') in S if and only if Cf(W, W') in T. This is 
true since rule sets 8 and 9 only have the effect of adding characters onto the right end 
of words in L and this activity is of no use with regard to derivability and confluence 
of such words. Given this fact we have that D(T") and C(T") are trivially one-one 
reducible to D(S') and C(S'), respectively. 
Next, let WIW 2 ... W u and WI'W 2 ....  W( be the unique factorizations of W and 
and W', respectively, into segments. An application of a rule in P(T) can affect only 
one segment of a word and, in so doing, does not change the number of segments. 
Hence W~-- W' (Cf(W, W')) if and only if u ---- t and Wi ~-- W'i (Cf(Wi, W{)), for 
i ~ i ~ u. We may therefore assume that u --~ t. Now since W i and Wi' , for i ~ u, 
have no occurrence of an e, then each can derive only a finite number of distinct 
words. Let E(Wi) and E(Wi' ) be the finite set of words derivable from W i and Wi' , 
respectively. Then W i ~-- W i' if and only if W i' is in E(Wi) and Cf(Wi, Wi' ) if and 
only if the intersection of E(Wi) and E(Wi' ) is nonempty. Next, if neither W u nor Wu' 
is an A-word, then each can only derive a finite number of distinct words and their 
questions may be answered by the same procedure which was applied to the other 
segments. I f one is an A-word and the other is not then the answer to both questions 
is no. Hence the only nontrivial cases are when u ~- t, both W~ and W u' are A-words 
and with regard to derivability W i v--- Wi' , for 1 < i < u, and with regard to confluence 
Cf(Wi, Wi'), for 1 ~ i ~ u. For these cases we have W ~-- W' if and only if Wu t--- W~' 
and Cf(W, W') if and only if Cf(W~, W~'). 
LEMMA 4. D(S) and C(S) are of the same many-one degrees as D(S') and C(S'), 
respectively. 
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Proof. We first note that D(S') and C(S') are one-one reducible to D(S) and (CS), 
respectively. 
Let W and W' be arbitrary words over 27(S). I f  neither W nor W' contains an 
occurrence of the symbol e then only rules from 1, 2.1, 2.2, 4, 5, and 6 are applicable. 
Observation of these rules shows that S, given W or W', can derive only a finite number 
of distinct words. This being so we may effectively decide the answers to their questions 
in the manner shown in Lemma 3. I f  one of W or W' contains an occurrence of an e 
and the other does not then W' is not derivable from W and they do not conflue. 
This shows that the only nontrivial questions occur when both W and W' contain at 
least one occurrence of an e. Assume W -~ WleW 2 and W' ~ WI'eW2' , for W 1 and 
W 1' words over 27(8) --  {e). Now using only rules 8 and 9 we have Wle ~ WaeW2, 
WleW 2 ~ Wae, Wx'e w-- WI'eW2', and WI'eW 2' ~ Wa'e. Hence W~---- W' if and only 
if Wae v--- Wl' e, and Cf(W, W') if and only if Cf(Wxe, Wa' e ). 
THEOREM 1. Each of the following holds: (I) There exists an effective procedure 
which, when applied to an arbitrary restricted Markov algorithm A, produces a semi- Thue 
system whose word and confluence problems are of the same many-one degrees as the 
corresponding problems for A. (II) For any two r.e. many-one degrees a and b there 
exists a semi-Thue system whose word and confluence problems are of degrees a and b, 
respectively. 
Proof. (I) has just been shown. (II) follows from the corresponding result for 
restricted Markov algorithms [2]. 
As a final remark we may note that the result stated in Theorem 1 (II) is best 
possible. This is a consequence of Singletary's having shown that no nonrecursive 
instance of either the general word or confluence problem for semi-Thue systems 
may be of the same one-one degree as a simple set. The proof of this has been sketched 
in [3]. 
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